Join the
World Class
Studied anywhere,
valued everywhere.

londoninternational.ac.uk

Gain a University of London
degree, wherever you are
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	A mark of excellence
	A degree from the University of London is a mark of excellence,
respected by employers and universities worldwide.
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 tudy without relocating
S
	You can study wherever you live and gain a
prestigious qualification. In many countries, you
can take classes at local teaching institutions.
 uality of learning
Q
All our programmes are developed and assessed by the
renowned Colleges of the University of London.
 mployability
E
Our degrees are internationally recognised and open doors to lucrative
careers in law, business, politics, education, IT and other industries.

J oin the world class
	On graduation, you’ll join a global community of influential alumni,
from leaders of business and industry, to Nobel Prize winners.
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“In the increasingly
competitive
environment of
worldwide access
to higher education,
the University of
London International
Programmes continue
to offer a guarantee
of quality, value and
intellectual rigour.”
Professor Sir Adrian Smith FRS
Vice-Chancellor,
University of London

londoninternational.ac.uk
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How the University
of London works
A federation of
17 Colleges and a
number of specialist
research Institutes
In collaboration with
11 Lead Colleges:

The University of London is one of
the world’s leading universities,
internationally recognised for its high
academic standards. This reputation
is based on the outstanding teaching
and research of its Colleges, which
are responsible for the academic
direction and assessment of all
courses offered by the University of
London International Programmes.
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Product of the
collaboration

Why study with the
University of London?
Founded in 1836, the
University of London
is one of the oldest
and most prestigious
universities in the UK

A trusted name in
global education
The University of London established
the University of London International
Programmes in 1858 to make its
degrees accessible to students
across the world. We now have
more than 50,000 students in 180
countries. Among our alumni are
many people who have shaped the
world we live in, including leaders of
business and industry, judges, authors,
scientists and politicians. Seven past
students have won Nobel Prizes,
among them Nelson Mandela.

A programme
to suit you
Whether you’re a school-leaver, or
a professional looking to take your
career to the next level, the University
of London International Programmes
has a programme to suit you. You
can choose from over 100 degrees,

diplomas, certificates and individual
modules at undergraduate or
postgraduate level. A full list of our
courses can be found on pages 10-13.

Standards you
can rely on
You can be confident in the standard
of your degree. The standard of
assessment is consistent wherever
you study, whether on campus at
a University of London College,
or anywhere in the world. You are
assessed using dependable methods,
such as unseen examinations.
This helps to ensure that your
University of London qualification
is of the same high academic
standard, however it is achieved.

A UK education at
a reasonable price
Studying with the University of London
International Programmes is much
more affordable than coming to
London to study on campus. With no
travel, relocation or accommodation
costs, it represents great value for
money. What’s more, you can continue
working full-time and spread your
payments across your degree.

Daniel Chua

Bachelor of Laws (LLB)
graduate, Malaysia

‘The University of London offers
people from all walks of life the
opportunity to attain a globally
recognised degree in law which is
prestigious, affordable, and flexible.
I especially enjoyed the challenge
and academic thinking. In my
formative years in secondary school,
I was not given much opportunity
or encouragement to express
critical opinions. Being a student
with the University of London
changed this entirely, as critical
reflection is not only encouraged,
but expected of a student.’
Daniel is undertaking a pupillage
at a law firm in Kuala Lumpur. He
is due to start a Master of Laws at
UCL in London in September 2015.

londoninternational.ac.uk/our-global-reputation
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Qualifications that
employers value
Studying with the
University of London
gives you a competitive
edge when job hunting.

Gain skills for
your career

University of London degrees not only
give you an in-depth knowledge of
your chosen subject, but also develop
skills that employers value, such as
problem solving, analytical thinking
and self-discipline. Our students tell
us their studies broaden their thinking
and challenge them to consider issues
in a wider international context.

Opening doors
to top jobs
University of London graduates
often advance their careers or gain
jobs at top local and international
organisations. This includes
professional services firms such as
Deloitte and PwC, banks such as
HSBC and Citibank, high tech and
electronics companies such as IBM and
Sony, multinational consumer goods
companies such as Reckitt Benckiser
and Coca Cola, NGOs such as the World
Health Organisation, and charities
such as Medecins Sans Frontieres.

High employment
rates among
graduates
University of London graduates
have high rates of employment
after graduation and many go on
to further study, according to a
First Destinations survey carried
out by the University of London’s
Careers Group. The survey showed
more than 86 per cent of graduates
taking final exams in 2013 were in
work or study within six months of
completing their qualification.
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Rahul Chokshi

BSc Accounting and Finance
graduate, Dubai

‘After a brief stint with KPMG as
an intern, I was asked to apply
for a permanent role in audit.
After three rounds of placement
exams and interviews, competing
with hundreds of other strong
candidates, I was finally offered my
‘dream job’! All the knowledge that
I had gained through the University
of London’s BSc Accounting
and Finance played a vital part
in securing this job. It not only
equipped me with a strong degree
and an even stronger resume, it also
gave me the confidence to look
forward to working even harder
as a professional in the firm.’
Rahul is an Audit Associate
in the Infrastructure,
Government and Healthcare
Department at KPMG Dubai.

Employer views
Deloitte Singapore

‘Deloitte Singapore welcomes
and attracts talented
accountants from all over the
world. As such, we welcome
the contribution and talent
diversity that the University
of London graduates who
studied at SAA Global
Education, bring to our firm.’
Ms Seah Gek Choo, Talent
Partner, Deloitte Singapore
Deloitte, one of the Big Four
professional services firms in the world,
has a strong record of employing
University of London graduates. A
number of these graduates studied at
SAA Global Education, a recognised
centre for the University of London
International Programmes.

SNL Financial,
Pakistan

‘I have found University
of London graduates to be
competent individuals with
strong communication and
problem-solving skills that
allow them to add further
value to their respective
departments. They exhibit
professionalism and
exceptional understanding
of business ethics. With an
educational background
in a diverse field of study,
the UoL graduate thinks
outside the box and is
able to properly articulate
their thoughts while
keeping the perspectives
of others in mind.’
Qasim Malik, Senior Manager,
Human Resources, SNL Pakistan

Deborah Regal

Master of Laws (LLM) graduate,
United Kingdom

‘The LLM has directly benefited
my career. I got head-hunted
by a competitor firm shortly
after completing the LLM.
They recognised its value
– and yes, I increased my
earnings because of it.’
Deborah works in client
management at the London
office of an international provider
of stock market indexes. She is
also completing a PhD at SOAS,
University of London.
Watch an interview with
Deborah Regal on YouTube at:
http://bit.ly/deborah-regal

SNL Financial is a global provider of
business intelligence. Over the past
few years, it has hired University of
London graduates in its Pakistan
office for a variety of roles.

londoninternational.ac.uk
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Internationally recognised
qualifications
University of London
degrees are internationally
recognised, giving graduates
a head start when applying
for postgraduate study.

A gateway to
postgraduate study

University of London graduates
have gone on to master’s and PhD
level studies at some of the world’s
best universities. This includes
Oxford, Cambridge, LSE, UCL and
King’s College in the UK, and many
more worldwide, among them
Dartmouth, MIT, University of
Melbourne, National University of
Singapore, and Peking University.

Master’s scholarships
at LSE
A number of scholarships for MSc
study at LSE are awarded annually to
University of London International
Programmes students who have
completed a BSc degree directed
by LSE and have also been accepted
for postgraduate study at LSE.
The scholarships are awarded
on academic performance.
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Transferring to a
UK university

Professional
accreditation

After your first year of study, you may
be able to transfer to the second year
of a similar degree as an on-campus
student at one of the Colleges of
the University of London or another
university in the UK. However, there
is a great deal of competition, so you
will need to achieve good marks.
You should contact the admissions
department of your desired
university for more information.

Graduates of the BSc Accounting and
Finance and BSc Banking and Finance
degrees who wish to continue to
professional accreditation may be able
to get exemptions for certain modules
from five professional bodies. This
arrangement means that if you pass
the required combination of courses
on your degree, you can gain your
professional accreditation more quickly.
•	Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants (ACCA)
•	Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (CIMA)
•	Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales (ICAEW)
•	Institute of Singapore Chartered
Accountants (ISCA)
•	CPA Australia

Qualifying as
a lawyer
The University of London Bachelor of
Laws (LLB) is recognised for entry into
the legal profession in England, Wales
and many other jurisdictions, provided
you study the necessary courses.

Mai Mahmoud

Diploma in Economics and BSc
Banking and Finance, Egypt

‘The value of a University of London
degree is highly recognised
worldwide. The depth and breadth
of the syllabus qualified me with a
solid base to compete at one of the
top universities at the postgraduate
level. I’m currently studying for
MSc Economics at LSE, and I draw
on the knowledge and skills I’ve
gained from studying with the
University of London International
Programmes most of the time.’
After graduating with a First
Class degree, Mai was awarded
a prestigious Chevening
Scholarship to study for an MSc
in Economics at LSE in London.

londoninternational.ac.uk
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Undergraduate programmes
Name of programme
Accounting
Accounting and Finance
Accounting with Law

✝

✝

Banking
Banking and Finance

Level

Typical fee

Academic direction

Diploma for Graduates

£1,525

LSE

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

Diploma for Graduates

£1,525

LSE

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

Business Administration ◊

BSc

£4,892

Royal Holloway

Business and Management✝

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

Combined Degree Scheme ✤

BA / DipHE / CertHE

See course web pages

Birkbeck, Goldsmiths, Heythrop

Computing and
Information Systems ▲

BSc / Diploma*

£5,295/ £2,755

Goldsmiths

Creative Computing ▲

BSc / Diploma*

£5,295/ £2,755

Goldsmiths

Development and
Economics✝

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

Divinity/ Theology

BD / DipHE / CertHE

£4,765/ £3,203 / £1,804

Heythrop College

Economics✝

BSc / Diploma* /
Diploma for Graduates

£3,175–£4,205/ £1,370 / £1,525

LSE

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

English

BA / DipHE / CertHE

£5,650 / £3,930 / £2,210

Goldsmiths

Finance

Diploma for Graduates

£ £1,525

LSE

History

BA

£12,640

Royal Holloway

Information Systems

Diploma for Graduates

£1,525

LSE

Information Systems
and Management✝

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

International Development✝

BSc / Diploma for Graduates

£3,175–£4,205 / £1,525

LSE

International Foundation
Programme*

Foundation

£1,650

LSE

✝

(You can choose a general
pathway or specialist pathways in
Human Resource Management,
International Business or Marketing.)

Economics and Finance✝
Economics and Management
Economics and Politics
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Name of programme

Level

Typical fee

Academic direction

International Relations

BSc / Diploma for Graduates

£3,175–£4,205 / £1,525

LSE

LLB / CertHE Common Law*

£3,416–£4,016 / £1,680

Laws Consortium

Diploma for Graduates

£1,525

LSE

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

Mathematics

Diploma for Graduates

£1,525

LSE

Mathematics and Economics

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

Philosophy

BA / DipHE / CertHE

£4,575/ £3,185 / £1,795

Birkbeck

Philosophy, Religion
and Ethics

Certificate of Higher Education

£1,804

Heythrop College

Politics

Diploma for Graduates

£1,525

LSE

Politics and International
Relations✝

BSc

£3,175–£4,205

LSE

Social Sciences

Diploma* /
Diploma for Graduates

£1,370 / £1,525

LSE

Sociology✝

Diploma for Graduates

£1,525

LSE

Laws

✝

✝

Management

✝

Management with Law

✝

Key to table
✝	Graduate Entry Route available,

enabling graduates to follow a
shorter than normal programme.

	Subjects available under the
Combined Degree Scheme for
2015–2016 are English, Philosophy,
Theology and Computing.

✤

◊	Access programme available.
Once this has been successfully
completed, students can enter
the Royal Holloway-led BSc
Business Administration degree.

	Work Experience Entry
Route available

▲

*	These are taught programmes which
must be studied at an institution.
DipHE: Diploma of Higher Education
CertHE: Certificate of Higher Education
Diploma for Graduates:
For graduates of any discipline who
would like to secure a stand-alone
qualification in the fields of economics,
management, finance or the social
sciences; it can also be used as a basis
for postgraduate study in a related field.

Laws Consortium: Birkbeck; King’s
College London; LSE; Queen Mary
University of London; SOAS; and UCL.
Fees: The fee totals given:
	– do not reflect any annual increase
and assume completion in the
minimum study period
– do not include fees for local
teaching institutions
– do not include local
exam centre fees.

londoninternational.ac.uk/courses
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Postgraduate programmes
Name of programme

Level

Typical fee

Academic direction

Application
deadline(s)

Agricultural Economics*

MSc / PG Dip / PG Cert

£9,255 / £8,200 / £4,100

SOAS

7 November and April

Applied Educational
Leadership and
Management

MA / PG Dip / PG Cert

£10,920 / £8,555 / £4,825 UCL Institute of
Education

30 June and 31 October

Clinical Trials

MSc / PG Dip /PG Cert

£11,770/ £9,300 / £6,850

LSHTM

30 June

Economic Policy*

PG Dip

£5,040

SOAS

Five per year

Education

MA

£11,345

UCL Institute of
Education

16 May and 31 August

Educational and
Social Research

MRes / PG Dip / PG Cert £9,155 / £6,415 / £3,715

UCL Institute of
Education

30 June and 31 October

Environmental
Economics*

MSc / PG Dip / PG Cert

£9,225 / £8,200 / £4,100

SOAS

7 November and April

Environmental
Management*

MSc / PG Dip / PG Cert

£9,225 / £8,200 / £4,100

SOAS

7 November and April

Epidemiology

MSc / PG Dip / PG Cert

£11,770/ £9,300 / £6,850

LSHTM

30 June

Finance*✝

MSc

£10,080

SOAS

Five per year

Finance and
Financial Law*

MSc / PG Dip

£10,080 / £5,040

SOAS

Five per year

Financial Sector
Management*

PG Dip

£5,040

SOAS

Five per year

Global Diplomacy*

MA

£10,000

SOAS

30 June

Global Health Policy

MSc / PG Dip / PG Cert

£11,770/ £9,300 / £6,850

LSHTM

30 June

Human Resource
Management

MSc / PG Dip

£13,175 / £10,975

Birkbeck

30 July

Infectious Diseases

MSc / PG Dip / PG Cert

£11,770/ £9,300 / £6,850

LSHTM

30 June

Information Security

MSc / PG Dip[

£14,265/ £11,000

Royal Holloway

31 July

International Business
Administration*

MSc

£10,080

SOAS

Five per year

Laws

LLM / PG Dip / PG Cert

£8,412 / £5,580 / £3,100

Queen Mary and UCL

31 January and 31 July

Livestock Health
and Production

MSc / PG Dip / PG Cert

£11,895 / £7,065 / £3,715

Royal Veterinary College 1 November

Managing Rural
Development*

MSc / PG Dip / PG Cert

£9,225 / £8,200 / £4,100

SOAS
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30 November
and 14 April

Name of programme

Level

Typical fee

Academic direction

Application
deadline(s)

Organizational
Psychology

MSc / PG Dip

£13,175 / £10,975

Birkbeck

31 July

Petroleum Geoscience

MSc / PG Dip

£13,295 / £10,925

Royal Holloway

31 July

Policy Studies*

PG Dip

£5,040

SOAS

Five per year

Poverty Reduction:
Policy and Practice*

MSc / PG Dip / PG Cert

£9,255 / £8,200 / £4,100

SOAS

7 November and April

Professional
Accountancy

MSc / PG Cert

£2,400–£4,500 /
£2,400–£3,000

UCL

December and June

Public Financial
Management*

MSc / PG Dip

£10,080 / £5,040

SOAS

Five per year

Public Health

MSc / PG Dip / PG Cert

£11,770/ £9,300 / £6,850

LSHTM

30 June

Public Management*

PG Dip

£5,040

SOAS

Five per year

Public Policy and
Management*

MSc

£10,080

SOAS

Five per year

Quantitative Finance*

PG Dip

£5,040

SOAS

Five per year

Refugee Protection
and Forced
Migration Studies

MA

£7,000

School of
Advanced Study

1 February and
1 September

Sustainable
Development*

MSc / PG Dip /
PG Cert

£9,225 / £8,200 / £4,100

SOAS

7 November and April

Veterinary
Epidemiology and
Public Health

MSc / PG Dip /
PG Cert

£11,895 / £7,065 / £3,715

Royal Veterinary College 1 November

Key to table

Fees: You can either make a single
payment upfront covering the
registration fee and all module fees
(therefore avoiding any subsequent
annual increase), or spread your
payments out by paying the registration
fee plus the fee for each module you
take in your first year. In subsequent
years, you pay the fee for each new

module you take. Fees do not include
local teaching institution fees or fees
charged by examination centres.
* These are the 2014–2015 fees
and are listed as a guide only. The
2015–2016 fees will be published
on the programme web pages
(londoninternational.ac.uk/
courses) when available.

✝	For the MSc Finance, you can choose

between three majors: Economic
Policy, Financial Sector Management,
and Quantitative Finance.

PG Dip: Postgraduate Diploma
PG Cert: Postgraduate Certificate
LSHTM: The London School of
Hygiene & Tropical Medicine

londoninternational.ac.uk/courses
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About your study
Studying with us is a
challenging and rewarding
experience. We aim to give
you as much choice as
possible about how, when
and where you study.

Independent study

Studying independently gives you
great flexibility over your study
programme. You can study at your
own pace, and set your own study
schedule. You can complete your
programme using a combination of
printed and online resources provided
by the University of London.

Local teaching
support
For many undergraduate programmes
you can choose to pay for teaching
support at an independent teaching
institution. These institutions offer
lectures and workshops to guide
you through your studies and
the opportunity for face-to-face
interaction with academics and
other students. We currently have a
network of about 140 institutions in
our Teaching Institution Recognition
Framework, so you can rely on the
standards of the teaching, support and
administration that you will receive.

Robert Palmer

MSc Infectious Diseases
graduate, USA

‘There is a great deal of flexibility
in building a study programme
that is tailored to the interests
and career needs of the student.
I particularly enjoyed the
opportunity to network with other
students around the world. Not
being based in London did not
take away from my experience
in that I was able to meet other
students either online or at the
examination centres each June.’
Robert is a Health Specialist in
the extramural funding program
in the Division of AIDS at the
National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases, part of the
US National Institutes of Health.
Watch an interview with Robert
on YouTube: bit.ly/robert-palmer
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Study where and
when suits you
You don’t need to put your life on
hold to study. Our flexible study
periods allow you to fit your study
around your work and family
commitments. If you travel for work
or have plans to move overseas, you
can take your studies with you.

Support for
your study
All our students have access to
study materials that draw on the
cutting-edge research of the
Colleges of the University of London.
This includes a range of printed
and online resources. Some of our
postgraduate programmes offer
the option of studying courses
on-campus in London, or attending
intensive study sessions in London.

Take exams
wherever you are
All exam papers are set and marked
in London, but you can take your
exams at any of our 400 exam centres
around the world. Undergraduate
programmes are usually assessed by

written exams in May or June each
year. Postgraduate programmes
usually have exam sessions around
May and October each year.

May Ling Wong

LLB graduate, Hong Kong

Build up your
qualifications
If you’re not ready to commit to
a full degree or don’t meet the
entrance requirements, most of our
postgraduate programmes, and
some of undergraduate programmes,
give you the option to start with a
Certificate or Diploma and work your
way up to a degree. Many programmes
also allow you to enrol for an individual
course, which you can get credit for if
you decide to go on to a qualification.

Get advice from
Alumni Ambassadors
Alumni Ambassadors are
graduates who have volunteered
to offer advice and study tips to
prospective students. You can find
an Ambassador in your country or
for your chosen course, by visiting:
londoninternational.ac.uk/alumni

‘It was a huge decision to change
my career completely from
medical research to law, and
there’s no way I would’ve been
able to do that without the
flexibility and options offered by
the University of London courses
which allowed me to study in my
own time and at my own pace.’
May Ling Wong Wong is now a
corporate lawyer at Reed Smith
Richards Butler, the Hong Kong
office of US law firm, Reed Smith.
She studied for her degree
part-time at an institution, while
working as a medical researcher.

londoninternational.ac.uk/distance-flexible-learning
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Keith Vella Licari

BSc Computing and
Information Systems and MSc
Information Security, Malta

‘The University of London
International Programmes enabled
me to study at undergraduate
and postgraduate level whilst at
the same time holding on to a
full-time job. Having academic
qualifications in today’s highly
competitive job market is not, on
its own, a guarantee for success,
but it is definitely a door opener.
In my experience, the best feature
of the University of London
programme is the relevance and
applicability of the taught material
to the needs of the industry.’
Keith was working at the Malta
Information Technology Agency
when he studied for his BSc, and
at Deloitte Malta during his MSc.
He now works in Information
Assurance at UK-based online
gaming company, Gamesys.
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Entrance requirements and
how to apply and register
Applying for
undergraduate
programmes
The application deadline for
undergraduate degrees is 1 October
each year. You should apply online at:
londoninternational.ac.uk/courses
If you intend to study at a
local institution, you should
contact them for advice.

completion you can transfer to the
related undergraduate degree/s. You
may also like to consider our new
International Foundation Programme
(IFP), which provides entrance to
our undergraduate degrees.

Fast-track
degree routes

To meet our General Entrance
Requirements for undergraduate
degrees, you need to hold UK GCE A
levels, or equivalent qualifications. We
accept equivalent qualifications from
around the world, please see:
londoninternational.ac.uk/
am-i-qualified

You may be able to complete your
degree in a shorter period of time
if you have previously undertaken
undergraduate level study in a related
discipline. Known as Accreditation For
Prior Learning (APL), you can gain credit
for certain first year subjects on many
of our degrees. Alternatively, if you
already hold an undergraduate degree,
you may be eligible for Graduate Entry
which would enable you to complete
our LLB and LSE-directed degrees in
only two years. For more information
please see the ‘Requirements’
tab on programme web pages:
londoninternational.ac.uk/courses

Alternative
entry routes

Diploma for
Graduates

If you do not meet our General
Entrance Requirements then you may
still be eligible for one of our Diploma
or Certificate programmes, where on

If you wish to extend either the depth
or range of your previous study for
professional or personal reasons then
you might want to consider one of our

Undergraduate
entrance
requirements

Diploma for Graduates programmes.
For entrance, applicants must normally
hold an acceptable undergraduate
degree and demonstrate satisfactory
proficiency in Mathematics. Further
information can be found at:
londoninternational.ac.uk/courses

Applying for
postgraduate
programmes
You generally need to hold at least
a second class honours degree,
or equivalent, to be eligible. If you
don’t meet the entry requirements,
you may still be eligible for a
Postgraduate Certificate or Diploma.
Application deadlines for each
programme are listed on pages 1213. For more information on entry
requirements and to apply online,
visit the programme web pages:
londoninternational.ac.uk/courses

English language
To be accepted on any of our
programmes, you need to show
evidence of your proficiency in English.

www.londoninternational.ac.uk/applications-and-admissions
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Graduating from the
University of London
The award
you receive
When you graduate, you are
awarded a University of London
degree, diploma or certificate.
The final parchment includes
the University of London logo
and signature of the ViceChancellor, and indicates which
University of London College
conducted your examinations.

Attend the
graduation
ceremony in London
When you complete your degree,
you have the option of joining
students from around the world
at the University of London
International Programmes
graduation ceremony in London.
This ceremony is held in March
each year and presided over
by the University of London’s
Vice-Chancellor, or Chancellor,
HRH The Princess Royal. We also
hold a number of international
graduation ceremonies each year.
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Join an
international
network of alumni
Your journey with the University
of London does not end when
you graduate. On graduation you
automatically become a member
of the University of London
International Programmes Alumni
Association. Whether you are
interested in taking part in our
global events, meeting other
graduates in your academic or
professional field, or just staying
in contact with the University,
the Alumni Association is here
to help you build a lifelong
relationship with the University
of London and each other.
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Svetlana Belic
Malanic

Masters of Educational
and Social Research (MRes)
graduate, Serbia

‘I knew that my PhD would
be demanding, but the solid
foundations I received while
completing the MRes in Educational
and Social Research helped me
pass with flying colours. The
knowledge and skills I gained
were priceless while dealing with
research data and analysis.’
After completing the MRes,
Svetlana went on to a PhD in
Education at the University of
Leicester. She is also principal of
a new-age secondary school in
Serbia. In 2014 she was a finalist
in the global competition, 21st
Century Teacher of the Year.

The information contained
in this leaflet was correct
at the date of publication
but may be subject to
change. The University
does not intend by
publication or distribution
of this leaflet to create any
contractual or other legal
relation with applicants,
registered students, their
advisers or any other
persons. For the most
up-to-date information
please visit our website.
Published by University
of London International
Programmes (Design,
Editorial and Production).
Copyright © University
of London, May 2015.
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For further information on the range
of programmes we offer, please visit
our website or contact us at:
The Student Advice Centre
University of London
Senate House
Malet Street
London WC1E 7HU
United Kingdom
Telephone +44 (0)20 7862 8360
enquiries.londoninternational.ac.uk

Follow us on:

londoninternational.ac.uk/
youtube

londoninternational.ac.uk/
facebook

londoninternational.ac.uk/
twitter

londoninternational.ac.uk/
instagram

londoninternational.ac.uk/
linkedin

londoninternational.ac.uk/
googleplus

londoninternational.ac.uk/
flickr

londoninternational.ac.uk/
blog
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